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Pass/Fail system re-instated
By Dave Holtzm an

CONTRIBUTING WR ITER

The Presidents' Council
unanimously recommended on
Sept. 12 that the new Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory system of grading
be suspended for the 1990-91
academic year.
The Council acted on account of
a chorus of complaints from
students who werenot aware of the
change in regulations when they
returned to campus, and the
Council's own lack of familiarity
with the switch.
At the faculty meeting,
yesterday, the faculty voted 3 to 1
in favor of the Student
Association 's recommendation
to re-instate the pass/fail system
for the remainder of the school
year.
Under the S/U system, which
was proposed by the Educational
Policy Committee and passed by
thefaculty during the 1988-89 school
year,failure is a C-or worse,whereas
the Pass/Fail method made D- the
failing mark.

¦
p hoto by Laura Really
Classics Professors J osef and Hanna Roisman joined the Colby Community
this fall.

New classics profs
arrive on the Hill

"Last year was
supposed to be a transition
year, they typically
grandfather in such a
change,meaning it applies
only to new students.Itwas
just assumed the same
would occur with this/'
-Katie Kaliff,
Stu-A Vice President

Stu-A Vice President Katie Kaliff
said the change was publicized only
in this year's course catalog. Stu-A
and the student body in general had
not realized that S/U would apply
beginning this year to all four classes,
rather than just newcomers.
"Last year was supposed to be a
transition year," said Kaliff. "They
typically grandfather in such a
change, meaning it applies only to
new students. It was just assumed

the same would occur with this."
Kaliff, Stu-A President Shawn
Crowley and Robins Hall President
Karl Ziegunfus '91, acting on a
suggestion from Dean of Faculty
Robert MacArthur , brought a
proposal to the EPC asking for a
one-year wait on the change while
students were properly informed.
"It's not a question of Pass/Fail
or S/U," said Crowley. "It's a
question of whether there will be a
change [for this year]."
Althoug h students and
administrators also sit on the EPC,
the final decision to revise the Pass/
Fail system was made solely by
faculty, as is usually the case with
moves involving the curriculum.
"It might be very hard ,"
Ziegunfus noted , "to get it
overturned because it's a faculty
decision."
Kaliff said that because of
complications,the Registrar wanted
to either roll back the change for all
or no students, but not to make
everyone exempt except first-year
students. Q

WMHB not complying wit h
constitution; Stu-A to review
By Deb Fuller
NEWS EDITOR

College and community radio
station WMHB, the club which
receives the most funding from the
¦
Student Association , is not
By Mike Zhe
)
complying with its constitution that
STAFF WRITER
bars non-Colby students from being
Native Israelis Josef and Hanna Roisman joined the Colby community members.
.J
;: thisyearasfacultyin theclassics departmentand residentassociatesin the
The constitution is currently
|Hei ghts.
bei ng reviewed by Stu-A,according
Accompanied by their two sons, the Roismans arrived on campus after to Tullio Nieman,director of Student
j
having
spent the past year teaching at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY. Activities.
|
);
Though new to Colby, the Roismans are by no means strangers to
General Manager Craig
i America. They first came to the United States in 1977, and soon after Damrauer '91 said that 30 percent
t received their Ph.D's from the University of Washington in Seattle. They of the air-time is currently held by
then returned to Israel in 1981 before traveling back four years later to the members of tho community and
United Sta tes, where they have resided ever since.
one third of the executive board is
Throug hout their teaching careers, traveling, and othor activi ties, both from the community.
agree that their lives have paralleled each other's all the while.
Damrauer feels that Nieman
"Everything we've done," says Hanna, "we've done together."
docs not understand the value of
Though they 'll be seen by most students in a strictly academic setting, the station and is going to create a
I their interests outside tho classroom are quite varied. Josef is an avid headwind for them to work against.
i soccor player, and Hanna enjoys early morning walks as well as swimming.
"He is examining what is wrong
Josef is also looking for students interested in starting a winter indoor with the station as opposed to what
s soccer league, and both ho and Hanna have established a "Classics Hour " is right," he said.
c on Friday afternoon in hopes of meeting more students in a social setting.
Nieman and Damrauer agree
"Everyone we've met has been friendly and hospitable," said Hanna , that the radio station's constitution
a adding that the "Classics Hour" is not just open to Classics majors, but to needs to bo rewritten and the two
o everyone.
parties have begun meeting
Being Israeli, the Roismans arc also particularly concerned about the informally to gather information
ci current crisis in the Middle East. When asked about the situation, however, about how tho station is run.
Jc Josef could offer no predictions. Even after living in the heart of the
Nieman said that Stu-A will
tr troubled area, he cautioned that there was no way to decipher what could tackle many uncertainties
hi happen next.
concerning WMHB during the
"After all, " he said, "this is the Middle East/'Q
review. He said one question is

whether WMHB has to be a Stu-A
club or whether it can be funded
and overseen by another
department.
Another question concerns how
finances are handled within the
station. WMHB received $16,000
from Stu-A for 1990-91. Damarauer
said that approximately the same
amount is received from the
community each year.
Damrauer said the constitution
should b»rewritten to keep up with
the momentum the station has been
accumulating over the years. He
does not want the station to be built
around the constitution, but rather
the constitution to be built around

the success of the station.
"What the radio station is now is
a corporation and not a club," said
Nieman. "You can't have one club
that operates differently than the
others." He went on to say that the
matter is essentially between Stu-A
and WMHB and he himself will not
be making any decisions.
"I would not be surprised if the
station was not around at the end of
tho year," said Damrauer . "Until
(Nieman ! can understand the value
of the station, 1 think it will be a
fight."
"It is not a question of closing the
station," said Nieman. "It is just
gathering enough information/' ^

News Briefs !
No more measles

Rumors of a second case of measles on campus are
unfounded, said Director of Health Services Carl Nelson. A
student who was admitted to the Health Center was tested
for the disease but the results of the blood test were negative,
he said. The incubation period for the campus officiall y
ended Sept. 18,according to Nelson, so all students who were
quarantined last week have been released. (A.K.)

Lawsuit t o be sett led

Two lawsuits filed against Colby in 1988 by Dorothy
Rosenberg, then visiting professor of German, are expected
to be settled out of court by the end of the month, said Hugh
MacMahon, attorney for the college. The ori ginal suit, which
alleged sexual harassment, was filed after Rosenberg was
turned down for a tenured position. Rosenberg claimed that
she had been sexually harassed by Hubert Kueter, a tenured
professor of German who also was a part of the search
committee for the new tenured professor. The second suit,
which alleged.libel on the part of the college, was filed after
President Cotter wrote letters to both The Colby Echo and The
Ma ine Times calling articles about the suit "unsubstantiated ."
A purely financial settlement, dictated by Colby 's
insurance company, is being worked out between both sides,
said Communications Director Ed Hershey.
"Nobody should infer from this settlement that there was
any wrongdoing on Colb y 's part," said Hershey. "It is less
money to settle on these terms than for Colby to win the suit
in court." (A.K.)

muster funding in order to buy its own equipment.
The name originated when the group intended to borrow
yellow jackets from Colby Safety and Security, but it has since
changed its mind since some students said they would not
want to be escorted by someone in a bright yellow jacket,
according to Lambrecht. (T.D.) .

Legal fees out-of-bounds

Due to extensive litigations, such as the antitrust
legislation against Colby and other schools, the college
spent $160,000 over budget on legal fees last year, said
President William Cotter. There will be no money taken
away from clubs,sports,or activities,he said.The excessively
high spending in 1989 will force the college to increase this
year's legal budget, he said .
He added that it was difficult to predict how much this
year's legal fees would be. "It depends on who sues you,"
he said. (Z.G.)

Sailboats underwater

Three Colby Sailing Team boats were blown off the float
they were tied to and damaged in the ensuing storm on Sept.
15, according to Steve Neuhauser '92, co-president of the
Sailing Team. One of the boats capsized in the water while
still tied to the float , and the other two became completely
untied and rubbed against the rocky shore, he said.
Fortunately, he said,the wind was blowing toward s the shore
soj he boats did not blow across the lake.
Cam Field '91 and Krishna Kumar '93 helped Neuhauser
pull the boats to safety the following day. The team moors its
boats off the dock near the Outing Club's cabin on Great
Pond.
Regardless of the accident, Neuhauser said the Sailing
Team is expected to receive three new boats this week valued
at approximately $3,000 each. The new boats are much
needed arrivals, he said, as the team has requested them for
a number of years. (G.M.)

Union at PPD?

Workers at the
Physical
Plant
Dep artment
have
shown an interest in
forming a union ,
according to Director
Alan Lewis. But he
suspects that interest
may have died down
because no petitions for
election have been
submitted yet. Lewis
p hoto by Kurt Whited
said that the formation
Alan
Lewis
of a union would mean
workers would pay dues and union representation would
be provided.
Lewis said he is in favor of the union and believes it
would lead to "a more formal relationshi p between the
workers and the college." He denied that any problem
spurred the interest in a union. (R.F.)

Cheering for credi t

Dan boast s with E CHO

Hot, Sexy & R escheduled

If Friday Sept. 14 had run as p lanned , students mi ght have
celebrated safer sex education with Suzi Adolfi, performer of
"Hot, Sexy and Safer." But,therecent measles scarecompelled
her postpone her performance.
"Colby had a responsibility to inform her about the measles
epidemic here," said Director of Student Activities Tullio
Nieman. "And she responded accordingly."
Under a general entertainment contract at Colby,
performances are "subject to proven detention by accidents,
epidemics (and) acts of God, orany other legitimate conditions
beyond the control of the artist." Nieman said Adolfi will
reschedule her program in about three months, so until then ,
hold on to your hormones! (R.M.)

Blood drive delayed

The measles scare on campus forced the senior class to
postpone its blood drive until Oct. 23, according to Class
President Laurie Brown.
"You need at least a four week deferral period after
vaccination before you can safely donate blood ," said Red
Cross Representative Roger Kane.
In order to comply with this state health regulation, the
Red Cross, in conjunction with Brown, postponed the drive
which was to be held on Oct. 2. (R.M.)

New escort service

p lioto by Sarah Pohl
Tiff any Taylor and Marsha Ilmonen p ralice cheerleading
After nearly six years, cheerleading is back at Colby.
Beginning Oct. 6 at the second home football game, about
twelve women and men will make their appearance as a
cheerleading squad for the Colby football team. The athletic
department is in the process of raising funds for uniforms,
said Coach Dexter, who is heading the effort. He said he was
not sure whether the Colby Squad will have uniforms or just
t-shirts.
The team members willbe given physical education credit,
according to Dexter. The squad will practice two or three
days a week for about two to three hours, he said. (J.G.)

Bonnie's burglary

Bonnie's Diner,the well-knownbreakfastjoint in Winslow,
was broken into during the night of Sept. 16 and $60 was
stolen, according to owner Anna Anderson. She said the
person attempted entry through the cellar door and a side
window before finall y getting in through the kitchen.
"They didn 't harm a t h i ng," she said. "They hunted
through the freezer and the dra wers, took the money, and
went on their merry way."
"I just hope they enjoy themoney. They sure worked hard
enough to earn that $60."
Anderson said there is no suspect in the
break-in, and while police are not formall y
investigating the matter, they have promised to
watch the store closely at night.
"It was definitel y not a kid ," she said . "It had
to be someone bigger because a kid would have
been able to get in through the side
window."(D.F.)

Recent graduate
and well-known Colby
figure Dan Spurgin '90
compiled Echo clips as
part of his resume.
"It is a portfolio of
some sorts,"he said. "I
will use it after there
has been a significant
interest in my abilities,
which
will
differentiate me from
the other app licants."
He has not yet
submitted this resume
photo by Sharon Labick
for a job, so he is Dan S purgin '90
uncertain whether this
format will be successful. Dan and a friend are currently
traveling across the country to Oregon. (A.C.) .
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College Season Pass

Circle K at Colby

p hoto by Hilary Robbins

Ted Lambrecht '91 and Scott Brink '91
A new student escort service called the "Yellow Jackets "
has been created to escort students around campus from 8
p.m. un til 2 a.m. seven days a week. The "Yellow Jackets,"
which works in pairs and consists of approximately 31
volunteers, began their service on Sept. 15, according to Cocoordinator Ted Lambrecht '91 ,
Although the service uses equi pment borrowed fro m
Safety and Security, it is not a ffiliated with it in any other way
according to Lambrecht. He said ho hopes the service can

The Circle K International volunteer
organization (CKI) recently launched into the
year with its first mectingattended b y more th an
40 interested volunteers, according to President
Dave Unruh '91. The club, whose motto is "Wc
build ," does community projects such as rcbuildingchurchosand playgroundsand making
food baskets for people at Thanksg iving. Ho
said that the club hopes to receive funding from
Stu-A this year.
Unruh saw the need for the club at Colb y
after attending a CKI meeting at the University
of Maine at Orono last spring. CKI is a college
organization funded partly by Kiwan i san d K ey
Club. Therearc 600CKI programsat universities
in six countries and 10,000 student members.
(CM.)
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Alfoano on ro ad to recovery

By Tamiko Davies
STAFF WRtTEB

By Alyssa Schwenk
'- ¦' STAFF WRITER
On March 29,1989,varsity tennis
p layer Eric Albano and five or six of
his teammates decided to go to a
bar in Puerto Rico, where the team
was haying its pre-season practice.
Later in the evening, Albano
apparently left to return home, but
was found unconscious the next
morning far away from his hotel.
According to reports, he had most
likely been mugged and hit on the
back of his neck,and had been found
inhaling his vomit.
Shortly after that Albano lapsed
into a coma,from which he emerged
two to four months later. After
spending three weeks in a Puerto
Rican hospital, he was then flown
to Boston's Spalding Rehabilitation
Hospital, about forty minutes from
his home in Peabod y, MA. For
another six months he remained an
outpatient of the hospital, and
eventually progressed enough to
be able to return to Colby this fall as
a second semester junior.
"It's very difficult,"Albano said
about his return to Colby. "I didn't
expect it to be as hard as it is. But I
think the teachers understand.
They're being fair."
A short-term memory loss,
which has continued to p lague
Albano since he emerged from the
coma, is admittedl y his biggest
problem right now.
"I can stud y for a while, get up
for a break, come back, and forge t I
ever studied at all," he said. "It's
hard for my teachers, because how
dp you test somebody like that? But
it's incredible jus t having friends
who will, when I am having a bad
day, come by and say, 'Come on,
let's go, you can do it!'"
Although at times Albano has
actually had people come up to him
and ask what it's like to be dead , he
wants his peers to realize that its
alri ght to ask him questions.
"I don't mind being approached
about my situation," Albano said.
"I think a lot o f people have learned

University ' of Maine '

ORONO-Twe.ve University of Maims students weremvotved
in a.fight at a local bar on Sept . 14. Police werecalled to the scene
to arrest the fighters and disperse the crowd .
In.ar
t at.Gmpt to escape arrest,onestudentinvolved m the fight
j umped off a bridge into the Penobscot River.Po lice searched for
three hours and finally found the student unharmed. Two other
students who were involved in the dispute were charged with
disorderly conduct. One student was charged with assault and
anotherforfailuretodisporse.Jt took eleven officers fhirty minutes
to disperse the cro wd of two hundred in the bar.
The university will tafce no action against the students because
the incident took place off campus.
,

Dartmouth College

HANOVER, N.H.- Former Editor-in-Chief of The Dartmouth
Review,Kevin Pritchett, w.is susp ended and lost his p ositionat the

p hoto by Debbie Ives

Eric Albano
from my case, and that's one of the
reasons I feel it's important to help
people understand."
The first significant memory
Albano has of after the accident isof
a soccer benefit held in his hono r in
September, 1989, in which several
local teams from Salem , MA,
competed. During the benefit ,
Albano was able to see many of his
old high-school friends, as well as
some college friends who had came
down for the event to see him.
Although his memory of this
occasion may seem minor, it was
considered a turning point in his
recovery.
Because his whole left side was
paralyzed , Albano said several
people, includinglocal police, think
he is d runk when they see him walk.
Understandabl y, he has gotten fed
up with this, but admits that he's
learned how to deal with it. And
althou gh local police have given
him a hard time before, he said they
basically understand his situation

and don't bother him anymore.
Althoug h
widely
misunderstood b y many people,
head injuries are the number one
cause of death and neurological
disability in peopleunder the age of
thirty-five, and are the most
frequent reason for physician and
emergency room visits.
Understandably, the families of
head-injury victims go through a
tremendous amount of pressure and
emotional stress. Albano feels that
his p arents have been very
supportive, as has his nineteen yearold sister Lisa, who is currently on
a tennis scholarshi p at the
University of California in Berkeley.
Albano, who is a government
major, p lans to graduate in January,
1992, but is unsure of his plans for
the future. One thing he said he
would definitely like to do ,
however, is to educate more people
about his. condition and dispel
common misconceptions about
coma victims in general.Q

A TTENTION!.

Any Colby studen t who knows the Macintosh
p rogram ALDUS PAGEMA KER and is interested in
working in the lay out dep artmen t f or the Echo,
p lease contact Lori Wrig h t at X3014 or Heidi
Meehan at 8 72- 76 7*
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paperafter being charged with sexual assault of another Dartmouth
student.
The assault occurred when Pri tchett and the woman were
freshmen, but only recently did she decide to press charges.
Pritchett contested being expelled fro m school. He lost an
inj unction that would force thecollcgetoallowhim to take classes..
Pritchett will not be able to attend school until the winter term ,

Bates College

"LEWISTON,. ME f A recent rape attempt at Bates has sparked
the college to provide a student escort service and hand out
whistles to students. Within two years, there have b een four
reported rapes on campus. In aU four instances, the victim was
j umpedby theattacker. The victim of the most recent attempt is not
pressing charges.

Bowdoin College

BRUNSWICK, ME *¦ Five Bowdoin students in th ree weeks
were admi tted to the hospital for alcohol-related sickness,
compelling theAIumni Stud entslnter-FratcrnityCouncil to impose
an indefinite ban on campus-wide fra ternity parties.
The ban will not be lifted until the alcohol policy is changed.
Proposed changes include not allowing the frats to buy alcohol
with social fund money and requiring all parties to be "invi tation
only/ZQ

Con gressional
candidate at Colby
By Andrea Krasker
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Tom Andrews, Democratic
candidate for Congress in Maine's
first congressional district , spokeat
Colby on Sept. 17 about a host of
issues including the environment,
the situation in the Persian Gulf,
and abortion. The program , which
was spons ored ^b y the Colby
Democrats,consisted of an informal
20 minute talk by Andrews and a
question and answer session.
An d r ews, a Bowdoin graduate,
pltoto by Josh Friedman
feels that one of the most important Tom Andrews
issues is "the serious erosion of
Speak i ng on a worldw ide scale,
participation in politics by y oung he said , "It is time to set the East/
people/ ' H is grassroo t s eff or t of West chess b oar d awa y an d see
ph one calls and door-to-door pro b l e ms f o r wha t t hey are ,"
campaignin g seeks t o inv olv e mentioning that issues like the
college-age voters.
environment should be addressed
"Now t ha t th e Col d War is o ver, through global cooperation.
it is time to reset priorities," said
Colby Dcm ocra t sar c suppor ti ng
An drews. "Strength is not based on An d r ews' campai gn for Congress,
nuclear weaponsbut on the strength a s w ell as t h e gubernator i a l
of the economy. " An d rews sa id he campai gns of Joseph Brennan and
hopes to direct spending towards Noil Rholde. They plan to have both
"investing in kids, tra ining for can d i d a t es speak at Col b y,
workers,and finding opportunities according to Dave Leavy '92,
for young people."
president of theColby Democrats.Q

Cotter researchedrested and ready
By Emily Gallagher
STAFF WRITER

Last year, Colby President
William Cotter and his wife Linda
uprooted themselves and headed
for London, England in order to
fulfill both personal and schooloriented
c o m m i t m e n t s,
temporarily escaping the hands
of the Miller Library clocktower
to live under its equally impressive
British counterpart.
The idea for the six month
sabbatical originated from and
focused on Cotter's fascination
with the historical British court
case of Somerset vs. Stewart, in
which the first-ever judicial
decision to strike slavery was put
on record. Cotter had hoped to
research the aftermath of the
decision for his government
course Law and Social Change
which studies the ri ghts of women
and minorities in society.
Consequently, he saw the
upcoming sabbatical as a perfect
time to pursue the trial.
Cotter was affiliated with three
major institutions throughout his
researchrtheUniversity of London
Faculty of Law, the Institute of
Historical Research , and the
Institute of Advanced Legal
Research. Though he did not
partici pate as a university
professor during his visit, Cotter
met regularly with faculty
members to discuss case material,
and offered a final seminar on his
new findings, which he labeled
"very successful." If all goes well,
his article on Somerset vs. Stewart
will be published next summer
and circulated to scholars
nationwide.
When he wasn't buried deep

Pr esident WilliamCotter

in the British history files, Cotter
was out making the most of his
time in England. Most notably, he
was able to familiarize himself
with the Colby-in-London
p ro gram , and held many
individual meetings pertaining to
Colby as well.
As for life in London, Cotter
said that it differed greatl y from
Waterville, but added that he was
able to take full advantage of what
this new, larger city offered.
"We loved London," he said.
"[We did] all those things that you
should do - the walking, the
gardens, the t heater, the galleries."
Furthermore, Cotter's research
occasionally took him outside of
London, enabling Linda and him
to visit such p laces as Gloucester,
York, and Scotland.
Other
Colby-related
obligations took Cotter outside of
England as well.For example,both
he and Linda were able to visit
several overseas Colby programs,
such as those in Caen, France and
Salamanca,Spain, and both hosted
an alumni meeting in Paris.
"All were wonderful,"
reported Cotter, who was able to
slip some sightseeing into his jetset schedule.
While in London Cotter was
kept abreast of Colby news.
Though the majority of dail y
responsibilities were handed over
to acting President Bob McArthur,
Cotter was still on the phone with
Colby three to four times a week.
"Linda and I accomplished
what we had hoped to do," he
said. "It was a real change, a
chance for renewal , a time to step
back from things so we could come
back to Colby and plunge into the
nineties."Q

t

Cello Theft in Bixler
By Jen Scott
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Recent graduate Andrew
Richter left his cello in a practice
room in Bixler on Sept. 10 and
returned to find it had been stolen.
He said he was counting on the
general security at Colby to prevent
anything from happening to it.
On the same day the cello was
stolen, someone also tried to break
into the sound studio in Bixler, said
Rueman.
"It makes everyone around here
a little uneasy," said Rueman. "We
havebeen a lot more careful around
here since then,"
"The instrument was very
unique and of course it is hard to
get that same tonal quality back on
a instrument," said Chair of the
Music Department Doroth y
Rueman. "It is a very personal loss.
You get very attached to your
instrument."It is a serious financial
loss as well, said Rueman.

Photo by Sharon Labick

Dorothy Reuman
Richter, who graduated last
spring but lives in the area and
often uses the practice rooms on
campus, notified Colby Safety and
Security and the Waterville Police
Department immediately upon realizing that his cello had been stolen.
The VIIR 1986 West German
reddish-brown cello had "ROTH"

written on it. The case is darkbrown
fiberglass with chrome locks on the
outside and three carrying handles.
Anyone having any information
concerning its whereabouts is urged
to contact Safety and Security or the
WatervillePolice Department.Ifthe
cello is replaced, no questions will
be asked. Q
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B.A. History, Dartmouth College
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ANNOUNCING....
THE ALL-NEW OFFICE FOR
OFF-CAMPUS STUDY
ITS THE PLACE TO GO FOR:
*Study Abroad Information

(BOTH COLBY AND NON-COLBY PROGRAMS)

*Domestic Exchange Information

(HOWARD UNIV., CLAREMONT COLLEGES, ETC.)

*Advise and Counseling

FROM AREA ADVISORS AND
FROM STUDENTS WHOVE BEENTHERE

OPEN MONDAYS-FRIDAYS, 1-5 p.m.
TELEPHONE EXTENSION: X3648
LOCATED IN MILLER LIBRARY, ROOM 009

(GROUND FLOOR,AT THE NORTH END OF THE STREET)

come to our GRAND

OPENING

FRIDAY, SEPT. 21 (TOMORROW)

1-5 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS, INFORMATION,AND GENERAL MERRIMENT

AND...KEEP YOUR EYES PEELED FOR
COLBY ABROAD NIGHT...COMING SOONI!
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Top Ten List for This Week:.;
Top Ten Fears of the Average Colby Student ,

10. Getting run
down b y an overexcited mountain
biker.
9.
Finding
a
tumbleweed in your
mailbox.
8. Being mistaken
for a professor.
7. Never getting to
the front of the
missed-meal line in
the Sp a.

-

Colby teams and organizations
t
!

What Do: The Alumni Office, Pining
Services, Colby Sailing, Women's Lax,
Men's Rugby, Colby in Dijon, Drummond
Dorm, Women's Soccer, Colby Ski Team,
Men's Hockey, Lovejoy Commons , Colby
Biking, Emergency Response, Men's
Basketball, and the Colbyettes
Have in common????

They all come to Joseph's for
their g roup 's jack ets , T- shirt s, ?
sweats, and other special order
imprinted items.
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6. Being selected as
.student representative
i"or the Health Center's
czampaign for better
1Dirth control.
5. Living in Dana for
jfour years.
4. Realizing your
iroommate has an alias.

Birxibach
¦Continued from page 9
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alcoholic and alcoholic games of
the campus,stick-ball and beer-die.
Ms. Birnbach, you are invited
back to get a better look at Colby.
Colby students are not a
homogeneouslot,all dressed in L.L.
Bean clothes driving Saabs. We are
freethinking individualswho chose
Colby because it had exactly what
we wanted in a college - a perfect
blend of education and social life.Q
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Special

1

20% off

Come down and meet Ludy and Pacy
and learn a lot about Colby history.

i
j

Le v i ne ' s

Downtown Waterville

Where Colby friends meet-

All Reebok sneakers

j
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Also.... you will find our prices right.
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All Levi's Dockers
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Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9-5

Kiri n Dry $12.

For those who know....
This is a reminder.
For those who are new at Colby....
^m^^^o^p^ This is an invitation.

Remember your 10% Colby discount at:

Main St., Fairfield
453-9756

52 FRONT ST.

We now carry Clearl y
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Canadian Sparkling Waters
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COMMENTARY

3. Being in charge
of clean-up at all
Student
Center
parties.
2. Discovering the
contents of Seller 's:
meatloaf.
1. Having all your
school records lost in
a huge computer
mishap two days
before commencement.

$73-6228

Dan and Jon ('69) look forward
to working with y O U t group!!
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By Amy Havel
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Lud y 21 Pacy ,27

Howard ,46

Advising system
to be looked at j
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Colby's methods for assigning advisers and the role of
advisers will undergo scrutiny by a committee in coming
months, said Sandy Maisel, chair of the government
department. He said the committee is onl y beginning its
work and is not yet meeting on a regular basis.
"I want to get a baseline - which is what we are
basically doing now," he said. "If you look at senior exit
surveys,the single biggest complaint has been advisers."
One proposal involves a student remaining with the
same adviser for all four years, he said. Upper class
students tend to have more problems than first-year
students. Maisel said. Q

Civil rights
activist to speak
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Gooey, sticky, fattening
delicious, but once it's gone, there 's nothing left
but an empty box and a guilty conscience.
Now you can get something more substantial delivered to your dormitory or
apartment: The Boston Globe. With The Globe's special college rate, you can
get a semester subscription for up to 50% OFF the regular subscription price.
For a deal you can really sink your teeth into, call 1-800-262-666 9 X2708
and start enjoying The Boston Globe all semester long!

photo courtesy of Pat Helm

For a Globe subscription on campus , check off amount , fill out form ,
and make check v
payable to:
J EFFREY S. BARON

BOX 6075

Colby College Rates

~

7 Days MON-SUN
6 Days MON-SAT ONLY
SUNDAY ONLY

(send via campus mail)

Fai l Term

Spring Term

Full Year

() $18.15
( ) $10.15
( )$ 8. 0 0

()$24.30
( ) $13.30
() $11.00

() $42.45
() $23.45
() $19.00

Campus Phone

Name

.

Campus Address
To pay by CREDIT CARD please complete the follow ing also: [ ] VISA [ ] MC
Card #

\

EXP DATE

i

Signature

,

Cardholder Name
All subscriptions payable in advance . No delivery during School Holidays or Exam Weeks.

Students with varying start dates may have subscriptions pro-rated. Fall delivery starts SEP 24.

J ames Farmer
James Farmer, founder of CORE (Congress of Racial
Equality) and one of the "Big Four in Civil Rights" during the
1960s, will speak at Colby next Wednesday, Sept. 26. His
speech is entitled "A Living History of the Civil Ri ghts
Movement."
On numerous occasions Farmer put his life on the line
when confront ing southern bigots and challenging
segregation and discrimination. On oneoccasion , heescaped
an angry lynch mob in the back of a hearse. He also lead a
dangerous freedom ride into Mississi ppi in 1961, which
resulted in his spending 40 days in jail.
In 1985 Farmer published Lay Bare the Hea rt, which sold
well and received rave reviews across the country. That year
the book won the Southern Region Council' s Lillian Smith
Award for tho best non-fiction book of the year.
Farmer's involvement in civil ri ghts and protest took
place long before the 1960s. He devised a progra m of nonviolcntdirect actioninthe foundingof COREin 1942. Healso
led the first sit-in in a restaurant in Chicago that year.
Currently, Farmer is a visiting professor at Mary
Washington College in Virginia and he may begin working
on a follow-up to Lay Bare the Heart.
Farmer's efforts to improve the lives of Americans has
Resulted in fifteen honorary Doctorate degrees from
universities and colleges across the country. He is Chairman
of tho Board for the Fund of an Open Society, a non-profit
organization which makes low-cost loans to assist in
integrated housing.
Farmer will speak in Lorimer Chapel on Sept. 26 at 7
p.m.Q
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Beat the advising system
It has become increasingly clear, as seen in this
week's "Students on the Street," that Colby's advising
system is considered inept. The personal ties between
students and advisers are weak. Much of the advice is
uninformed and incomplete. And some students are
assigned a different adviser every year.

Students at liberal arts colleges like Colby take a variety of courses
while at the same time pursuing a major. This means we have lots of
options and consequent decisions to make. In developing courses of
stud y, students need advisers who can take into consideration their
interests and academic history. But, for example, when a professor leaves
on sabbatical, a potentially stable adviser/advisee relationship ends. The
student is then assigned another adviser. So much for continuity.
The advising system is the most frequently cited complaint on senior
recommendation forms, according to Professor Sandy Maisel. Last year
one student said, "Sometimes I feel I'm just something [my adviser] needs
to knock of f her list of things to do. My adviser has been sufficient ,but she's
no mentor or anything." An adviser should be more than sufficient. An
adviser should be the fir st person you think of when you have an academic
problem or question.
Maisel is currently chairing an advising committee that aims to
improve what could potentiall y be a useful resource. The committee
should listen closel y to the concerns of both students and advisers, since
many advisers are equally dissatisfied with the system.
And instead of just internally trying to revise our system, the committee
should investigate advising at similar colleges. With an effective and wellused advising system, a liberal art s education is unbeatable. Let 's make
Colby unbeatable.

Recycle it
Everybod y is doing it at Colby. Students are doing it.
Mac Lab Monitors are doing it. Even professors are
doing it. Well now, the Echo is doing it , too. We're
recycling.

The Echo has joined the recycling bandwagon at Colby, an d we're not
taking this new commitment lightly. We have recycling b ox es in our
offices to prove how serious we are.
After all, the Echo offices arc a recycling-lover's dream. With all the old
letters, piles of copy, layout sheets, unedited first-drafts , and week-old
n ewspap ers, there's no excuse not to recycle and save a few trees.
Even with the success of Colb y 's recycling effort last year, the campus
is not in any position to rest on its laurels. Far from it. Colby needs to make
recycling a day-in , day-out affair , and not just a weekly or monthly event.
So far , things are already looking more promising than last year. Every
dorm has a recycling chair and big yellow recycling bins arc located
around campus. And the Echo even has a now 1990-91 recycling insignia
located next to the masthead on page one. Check it out.
You may ha te the Echo so much that you make it into paper airplanes
or burn it. Or, you may love it so much that you frame it. But now, no
matter how you fool about the Echo , you can do something else. You can
recycle it.

Letters
Defeatest
attitude hurts

I am writing this letter to make
you aware of that putrid statement
you made in the 9/ 13/90 Echo's
Critical Point, and how it has
bothered myself and the entire
football program. It is that kind of
defeatist attitude that will never
change the Colby community's
perspective of Colby football.
Instead of writing a positive article
to support and stand by the football
programafter last spring'sfraternity
incident, you write something that
simply adds fuel to the fire. I have
not seen you attend one practice
this fall,you havenot spoken to any
member of the team about the
upcoming season and, yet, you
show your ignorance in your article
that basically predicts a losing
season. I arn not predicting an
undefeated or even a winning
season, but do not assume a dismal
season is ahead unless you've seen
.us play or have spoken to coaches
who emphatically state a dreadful
season is ahead.
Your article which concerns
other athletic teams was very
positive and will help build support
for those teams to which I hope
have very successful seasons.
After all the football program
has.gone through in the past, you
have the nerve to judge 50 young
men who work diligently to
maintain a reputable program and
print a statement that lends me to
believe that all the hard work is for
nothing and losing is inevitable.
Paul Argiro,you are sadly mistaken,
to put is politely.
Mymtentioninwritingthisletter
is not to create animosity between
Colby football and the Colby
community,but to ask that instead
of negative remarks such as yours
being printed, have something
positive and supportive be written
in order to foster a greater support
for a group of young men dedicated
to improving the image of Colby
football. Every player and coach is
maintaining a positive attitude
toward the upcoming season and
hoping the Colby community can
support the White Mules on game
day.

Finally,on a more personal note,
ve
I' worked at the Colby Bookstore
since I was a first-year student, and
I have seen the dedication and hard
work of Diane Gagnon and the rest
of the text department in getting
students brand new textbooks (and
used ones,if possible) and trying to
make the "burden"of text prices as
low as possible.
You don't have to feel "ripped
off,"as Calhoun said,after shopping
at the Colby Bookstore, as long as
you know what's going on.
David Shumway '91

Praising
Colby
st udent s

* There s a lot of talk these days
about how college students aren't
as good as they used to be.
Nationally, SAT scores are down.
Students apparentl y don't know
much about global affairs, but they
do know a lot about Bart Simpson
and Depeche Mode. Colleagues
both at Colby and other liberal arts
colleges are wont to yearn for some
good old days when students
worked harder and did better.
But,I've just finished my second
week of teaching this semester,and
once again, my students have
proved those pundits wrong. What
I'd like to do here is convey to you
the excitement I feel about today's
Colby students and get you to begin
questioning that conventional
wisdom about today 's young
people in general.
Over the last few years,I've seen
a subtle and gradual change in our
student body. It isn't demographic.
There's as much blond hair and as
many outdoorsy students as ever.
Most students still come from the
suburbs aroun d major American
cities, though more come from Palo
Alto or Boulder rather than Newton
or Cape Elizabeth.
Whathas changed are the values
an d act ions of a growing propor tion
of our students. For the first time,
my students talk so much in class
that I'm alread y a d ay behind in
both of my courses. Last Thursday
Carm in e Colaru sso '91 night, four of u s h eld an inf orma l
discussion of the Iraqui situation in
one of the dorms; well over two
hundred students attended ,and we
f inally ha d t o cut things off af t er
two and a half hours. More students
than ever are in the government's
honors program. More and more
For the past two years, I've sat students are studying abroad , and
back an d ju st let the flow of d ebat e a growing number are spending a
over the Colby and Iron Horse semester or year in the Soviet Union,
bookstores go by, bu t af t er San d y Afri ca, or Latin America and come
Calhoun's article "Iron Horse r id es back having had their entire set of
again," I think it's about time priorities.rearra nged. I have to
something was said for Colby.
a ssume tha t my off ice w ill be f i lled
First of all, about the long lines between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. when I
a t t he reg i sters, try fitting 1,700 go home, an d t ha t st u dents will
st u dents in Iron Horse, and see if expect me to be willing to talk about
the lines are any shorter.
everything from the Red Sox to Red
Secondly, and perhaps most Square.
importantly, the Colby Bookstore
Mor e and more of our st u d ents
docs not set the prices for textbooks! no longer fit the yuppie stereotype
If someon e should b e blamed of the 1980s which I jok ingly refer to
for high text prices, talk to W.W. asgcttingthccondo, BMW,country
Norton, Prentice-Hall,and theother club membershi p, an d di vorce
publishers who do set the prices. before they 're thirty. Few are
The professors tell the Colby interested in the near-poverty lifo
bookstore which books to order and of the professor, b u t many ar c
the books arc put on the shelves at looking for careers t ha t will le t t hem
the publisher's pri ce.
earn a decent living and do

Bookstore
doesn't rip off

something socially useful.
Manyarelikemyhonors student
of last year who was only intereslted
in one job - working for an
environmental consulting firm.
Seven members of the class of '90
are spending two years teaching
underprivileged children in the
Teach for America program. There
may be more students committed
to recycling than we have work for
on campus. Three pf my six first
year student advisees have worked
in programs for the homeless before
they got to Colby.
And, it's not just on the liberal
end of the spectrum - whatever that
means in the 1990s. The resurgence
of interest in ROTC or careers in the
CIA comes from students who
understand that they have an
obligation to their society,.one that
they choose to fulfill by joining the
military or working in the
intelligence community.
Perhaps the most interesting
thing about this change may well
be that it has not come at the cost of
the "traditional Colby."Most of the
students I've been talking about
would have fit comfortably into the
Colby of 1975 of 1985. Beer remains
their drug of choice. There are a lot
of Bart Simpson t-shirts this fall.
Almost every student who came to
my mind as I write this is a varsity
athlete.
I don 't really know why this
change has occurred. In part,it must
reflect the fact that many of today's
students have "60's" parents. In
part, it must reflect , too,the impact
of the end of the cold war and our
renewed
interest
in
the
environment. In part,it must reflect
the good work being done in the
schools before these students get to
college. In part, it must reflect the
fact that our faculty keeps getting
better and we do a better job of
turning our students on
(figuratively,not literally).
All I know for sure is that my
students are dong something
wonderful. They hav e ma d e
teaching every bit as exciting and
even more challenging than it was
when I f irst arrived on May flower
Hill in 1975 and some college guide
referred to Janplan as twenty eight
days of skiing followed by a
weekend of real hard work...
Charles "Chip" Hauss
Government Prof essor

Not a
laughing
matter
We are angered at the choice of
the
singer/comedian
who
performe d i n Foss din i ng hall on
Monday, the 17th of September,
during dinner. His repertoire was
blatantly offensive to anyone who
was t old by the i r mo t hers t o hol d
respectable conversation at the
dinner table.
The decision to 1) deafe n
studentsduringthcirdinner to loud,
u n a n n o u n ced music and 2) to
su bject us to songs b l a t a n t ly
describing tho picking of one's nose,
excessive perspiration over a nother
perso n , an d poking fun at people
who are starving in loss fortuna te
Letters Continued on page 12

Opinions

.Students On The Streets

How would you change the academic
advising system?
Matt Gillis '91
I'd let students pick their own
advisers and I wouldn't assign
advisers that were going on
sabbatical. That really screws
people up when their adviser
doesn't know their academic
history.

Suzie Girard '93
I'd make there be more interaction
between students and advisers. Too
often it seemsthat the advisers don't
know the students well enough to
be able to help them.

Stephan Matschinsky '91
I think that peopleshould be present
and available for advising, but
students shouldn't be forced to have
an adviser. If students need help
they should seek it themselves,and
I think they will.

Bree Jeppson '93
I think there should be more of an
effort from students and faculty to
get to know one another.
photos by Sharon Ldbick

BOGHEADS: The best
part of "waking up

Doghead. It's a word which
conveys varying images and
memories for everyone at Colby. It
labels an early-morningparty most
notably crafted for the hard-core
partier and is named in reference to
biting the hair of the dog that bit
you the night before. Since the
emergenceof senior Scott Osborne's
infamous dogheads last year,these
morning drink fests have enjoyed a
population explosion rivaled only
by India's birthrate. I decided that
their popularity had tobeexplained.

Steve Collier
LIKE IT OR NOT

In theory, dogheads are insane.
People grudgingly crawl out of bed
with a parched throat, either a
headache or a buzz, and then
immediately
resume
the
consumption of alcohol. Dogheads
also have a formal etiquette which
is ignored at the peril of the
offender's clothing. Anyone who
showers,or even considers wearing
nice clothing or make-up is sure to
be greeted with more beer in their
shampoo than custom dictates.
Where then,.is the attraction to a
doghead?
Scott Osborne is a resident
connoisseur of the Colby Doghead.
He said, "A doghead is much more
fun than an evening party. It takes
a certain kind of motivated person
to show up."
Lovejoy CommonsSocial Chair,
Peter Indovino, '91 agreed with
Osborne's view when he said, "All
those people who genuinely love to

Andrea Nix '91
I think that if administrators are
going to act as academic advisers
they should come from a stronger
base of knowledge in terms of
academic options and recent
changes for first-year students they
advise.

party show it through a doghead."
In fact, everyone I talked to at the
relatively tame Lovejoy Commons
doghead held last Saturdayseemed
to be having a good time.
The most commonly mentioned
drawback is that theafternoons after
a doghead are consumed by power
naps and are, therefore,
unproductive. But even with this
restraint, many Colby students
remain active dogheaders. My
researchseems to suggest that much
of the allure is the high
concentration of people willing to
do whatever it takes to have fun. A
recent example is the group of senior
dogheaders reported to be
thrashing around in Johnson Pond
looking for a spilled beer.
The doghead is a strange and
rather sick concept which mandates
that people who won't even get up
for breakfast will crawl to the keg
still smellingof last night'sexploits.
When I first heard of a doghead I
dismissed it as a waste of valuable
sleep, but I must admit that after
some early semester research,I'm a
believer.I recommend moderation,
but attending an occasional
doghead is well worthwhile,if only
to experience the more relaxed
atmosphere and devotion to fun
that is always evident. Of course,
while avoiding a shower is
absolutely necessary, drinking is
not. I'll let you make up your own
mind on attendance, but I'll
continue my research so that any
future questions can be better
answcred.Q

Football t eam deserves bett er
By Chris Chamberlin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Once again, it's the time of
year when the sun starts setting
earlier and thenights start getting
chilly. Autumn - the season of
changing leaves,frosty mornings
and football games.
Football games? Somehow,
this popular fall ritual has either
been forgotten or simply
ridiculed even before the first
home game. It seems that Colby
football will generate a response
among the student body similar
to that of the mandatory measles
inoculations last week.
Although the Golby football
team is far from the best football
squad in the country* they have
definitely shown steady devotion
to becoming a quality team over
the past several years. This team
has risen from being rated the
second worst football team in the

country, according to Sports team. Have they ever seen this
Illustrated" in their annual football year's squad play?
issue severalyears back, to holding
I realize that football as a
the CBB title last year. Also, Colby spectator sport is not everybody's
has consistently heldits own against favorite pastime. It is certainly
many of the rugged Ivy teams in not mine.
our division.
But Colby football has taken
But more important than some serious blows on their
statistics is the tradition of a morale recently with the uproar
supportive, enthusiastic group of caused by the Lambda Chi Alpha
fans backing up their team. The incident last spring. Instead of
term sports fan was originally mocking and hating our football
derived from the word fanatic. It program,it is time to give support
was used to describe the crowd to the coaches, players, and
cheering for the Boston Red Sox administration who are working
from over the wooden fence of for a successful 1990 season.
Fenway Park during the games at
It is unreasonable to expect
the turn of the century.
the entire population of Colby
But Colby students seem to fit College to wave banners at
the term 'terrorists'more than fans. Homecoming this year. But if we
I heard one student expressing his can generate positive support for
plan to toss beer bottles at the 'girls' this program instead of the
on the field during the first game present negative outlook, then
against Trinity College. I also maybe Colby football can aspire
overheard two first-year-students to new heights.Q
discussing their dislike for our 'sad'

More action with recycling
By Mary Beth Heiskell
STAFF WRITER
Colby Recycles. This is one of
the new mottos on campus. But I
have yet to see recycling practiced
by the campus as a whole. Last year
most of the problems with the
project stemmed from inadequate
student education, insufficient
recycling bins, and lack of overall
campus support.
This year it seems that the

remaining source of trouble is the
What are the problems? As I
lack of campus support .
walked around campus, I saw very
At our first hall meetings, little paper in the recycling bags.
students received flyers on how to But the regular garbage pails are
recycle at Colby. Student leaders overstuffed with paper,newspaper,
gave helpful hints were given on cans, and bottles. This amazing
thebestto dispose of garbage,cans, phenomenon was is prominent in
and bottles, and suggestions on the Student Center. It is not difficult
ways to reduce on unnecessary to take two extra steps to place that
waste. For many,recycling at Colby unwanted mail in the right trash
is not entirely new, and problems container.
cannot be blamed on a lack of
The same goes for bottles, cans
education about the logistics of the and newspapers. There is no reason
project.
Recycling continued on page 12

the
ECAC
basketball
championship, the Golf Party, or a
concert. While a Colbystudent must
be ready to work, sometimes very
hard, he or she must also be ready to
set aside time to havo fun.
In her review of Colby, about
the only thing Ms. Birnbach hit the
mark on was the average food , the
high regard students feel for the
faculty, the weig ht gain(17.3) of
Bates' first year students, and
campus slang terms like "heinous"
and "dog heads."
For a more accurate impression
of Colby, the book should have
given a bettor description of the

Colby student. Ms. Birnbach said
Colby students "rarely question,"
and "when tested they repeat what's
been said." Maybe Ms. Birnbach
did most of her interviewing with
first yearstudents, where the classes
are large and somewhat
straightforward.
It is not true that Colby students
simply "repeat what's been said"
on their exams. Colby gives very
few multiple choice or Scantron
exams. Cblby exams arc mostly
essay exams,and on an cssaycxam,
it is necessary for students to dra w
their own conclusions and support
them with evidence. Last semester,

College "expert" missed the mark on Colby
By Andrew Stanley
STAFF WRITER

From the woman who
popularized flannel checkered
skirt s and alligator shirts, comer, a
somewhat lackluster review of our
college. Lisa Birnbach's New and
Improved College Book begins a
review of Colby with the staterhent,
"If you're not prepared to make
schoolwork your foremost priority
at college, you can eliminate Colby
College from your list." When did
Ms . Birnbach visit?
Students here at Colby do tako
stud ying seriously. This is one

reason that they looked at books
like Birnbach' s rather than
"Playboy's"Top Ten PartySchool's.
We came to this small and isolated
rcfugeof higher learning so that we
could pursue a quality education.
But the reports of a low-priority
and lackluster social life are simply
untrue.
Was Ms. Birnbach present last
year on any weekend? If she was,
she would have noticed that there
is always something to do on the
weekend at Colby, whether it be a
standard weekend of drunken dorm
bashes and DJ-run Studont Center
parties, or something bigger like

four of my exams were in an allessay format.
Life also tends to be somewhat
athletic here in the northern woods.
The students at Colby like to
exercise and take advantage of the
excellent athletic facilities. During
January, when students study a little
less and party a little more, the field
house is packed. Lines form around
the pick-up basketball games and
the indoor track, the pool, and
nautilus room are all full. But the
tfu e athleticism of the Colby student
comes through in the favorite nonBirnbach continued on page 6

Art s & Ente rt ainme nt

Animated Akira
intense, colorful

Americans and Paris"
By Alisa Attardi and Lori

s

By M. Scott Barkham

Meanwhile, a fellow gang
member tries desperately to track
him down to ruin the project which
could mean the end to all humanity.
The storyline is extremely
difficult to follow, and it didn't
really work. There was simply too
much action, too much going on.
Perhaps all it needed was a bit more
exposition. The story starts in full
gear, with the pedal to the metal
and it never gives the audience any
time to adj ust to what is going on.
At times, the movie seemed
like the world's greatest Saturday
morning cartoon. It had the blood y
violence and sex that ABC would
never dare show children at 10 a.m.
during the Superfriends hour. But
perhaps,as an American,I couldn't
relatetowhatwasgoingon. Having
suffered through a previous nuclear
holocaust and its physical and
psychological aftermath during its
re-construction, some Japanese
people maybebetter suited to relate
to such levels of intensity. This film
is part of Japanese popular culture,
and unless one can relate to it in that
context, the film could seem overly
violent, pewerse,and conf using.
Even so, the level of animation
was far superior to anything on
television. If that's the experience
that you're looking for, then get
yourself down to the Railroad
Cinema toni ght at 7 or 9 p.m.for the
animation experienceof yourlife.Q

' A&EEDITOR

If you're a fan of high-tech
animation, then you should see
"Akira," Katsuhiro Otomo's tour
de force at the Railroad Square
Cinema tonight - the last night that
it will be showing.
Technically speaking, "Akira"
is a vivid, realistic, animated work.
Otomo utilized 160,000 drawings,
and 327 different colors, of which
fifty were invented for the film. By
far, the visual aspects of the movie
are what make it worthwhile. The
story is not nearly as strong as the
animation, and the plot of the film
is extremely difficult to follow.
"Akira" takes p lace in "neoTokyo." It is the year 2019, thirtyone years after the city was leveled
in World War III. It had since been
rebuilt, with an ambiance that is
similar to that in "Blade Runner."
The film follows a gang of young
bikers in a fascist,militaristic world.
They use their space-age
motorcycles to escape from the
oppression s of their society, but
eventually one of the bikers is taken
in by the police and made the guinea
p ig for an experiment called the
Akira project. The experiments
leave him with the immense power
to destroy and control things
telekinetically.
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Q.Kr sq I'm an uncultured Frosh.In any case,that's what
my roommate tells mo every day as 1 sit around in myroom
readingeconomicswhilelisteningtathe Eaglefi. Myroontrnate
te Into two things: soccer: and classical music white I, by
comparison, am an uncultured geek
Last Saturday, I gathered up a. group o( people from my
dorm, includingmy vexy cultured roommate Ben Garrison,
and we headed off to Lorimer Chapel where the Portland
$tring Quartet watf to play.
, Theybegan wifrh a piece by Haydn in j founnovements,then
moved on to a piece which was written bytho contemporary
composer Surinach. I personally enjoyed the piece itt many
part & yel mycompan. on$ woroquiefcto p<> in. out thata.lthough
' "structurally intricate, it sounded like it camo out ot a horror
film/'
The group's fii^ l piece wa$ a rotum lo the £to$&fc? with
T<Shaite>v*y/<j Siring Quartet to D Major> op. t J ,
The Portland String Quartet holds seminars/ Workshops
and concerts throughout tho world, and even teaches both a
aitrrtmor workshop and a ]an Plan hero at Colby.
The twentymo yea*old Quartet, which Include*. Julia
Adams> viola; Stephen Kccskcmcthy,* violin; Ronald LantK,
violin; and Paul Ross, cello,* also holds an honorary doctorate
f rom Colby whoro they have boon arttet$4tt«i.cadence for font
years , Tho quartet ended tho evening hy performing a short
encore called. "FrOg "which was based oh Japanese hail.u7
After tho concert, I realized that t was probablya Hulo more
atoured than l had heon, and that I had mittyenjoyed the
wncer.* . Also* my roommat.. learned that t wasn't tnrch a
hOpoksf. (Ja*.o. All turned Out very positively thanks to the
Portland String Quartet * So, whether you're faoMng for
per$FeeHvo.cuiiute/ or pu.^enjoymeiUy dowH n* .l0$t hePott1and
Siring Quartet',*. next concert in FeoVoary, 111mywt thwttD

#
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Americans and Pari s, the
exhibition currently on display in
the Colby Art Museum, presents
works by American artists who
were influenced by Parisian art
trendsattheturnof the!9th century.
Because recognition in Europe
at this time depended heavily on
the artist's ability to paint in the
French manner, ma ny American
artists traveled to France to study.
This French influence is explored
throughout the exhibit,focusing on
four major modes of painting in an
attempt to present a balanced view
of the context in which American
painting developed.
In symbolism/anti-naturalism,
artists focused on the unknown and
mythological, while rejecting
naturalism. In symbolist paintings,
the true meaning is often difficult to
detect through the highly emotional
and religious overtones.
Thisreaction againstthe obvious
and natural involved a return to
reli gion, which can be seen in
George Hitchcock's "Girl on her
way to Church." In the painting,
Hitchcock portrays a veiled, nunlike woman passing through a
cemetery. Carrying a bible and a
bouquetof eye-catchingredflowers,
she seems forlorn and in deep,
probably reli gious thought.
Continuing with the religious
theme,Leon Dabo's "Sun and M ist"
has a heavenly quality. This
landscape painting is expansive,
using only pastel colors and a lot of
white, creating a very mystical
feeling.
The themes in symbolism/antinaturalism cross over with those in
idealism, another portion of the
exhibit. In idealism, though the
artists were trying to make order in
a n at ural world , they strived to
perfect the subjects of the paintings.
Idealist painters focused on the
human form, especially the perfect
nude female.
Resting on
conservative values and high
standards, idealism sought to
portray the perfected essence of
being. Oftentimes, this resulted in
pa intings
depicting
the
powerlessness of women.
Eliza beth Jane Gardner

Bam, Brooksville, Maine
[Bougereau] paints a mythological,
guilty-looking winged woman in
"Psyche." The maiden is about to
open a box which she has been
forbidden to do,as seen by the angry
animals in the background scolding
her curiosity.
The woman's position as
obedient and unquestioning is
portrayed in "Sisters,"a portrait by
Abbott Thayer. Two women
dressed plainly in black with
ordinary hair styles are standing
next to one another, one of them
with hands folded and the other
with her arm encircling her sister's
waist. They seem to be waiting for
something, possibly their male
counterparts.
The conservative nature of
idealism is blatant in the beautifully
painted "Mother and Child" by
Francis Coates Jones. The painting
is similar of a Renoir in its depiction
of a fancily-dressed woman looking
over her daughter's shoulder as she
reads. Set in a colorful parlor, the
mother calmly instructs her child.
In impressionism, which is still
considered to be one of the favorite
art forms of Americans, artists
focused on pleasant subj ects. The
world portrayed in impressionistic
art is charmed and perfect.
This charmed life was often
por t rayed throug h paintings ol the
leisurely aspect s of modern urb an
life. This is particularly evident in
E d war d Pot t has t 's pa inting* of
"BeachScene/'Thispaintingdepicts
the modern urbanite's delight in
trips to the countryside, showing
joyous young children at play on
the beach.

The true purpose behind the
"Americans and Paris" exhibit is
most clearly displayed in Maurice
Brazil Prendergast's painting of a
small barn.
While the barn is painted in true
Parisian impressionistic style, using
vibrant colors and short,deft brush
strokes, it is interesting to note that
the painting is of a truly American
setting. Were the painting to be
untitled, it could easily be assumed
that thepainting showed theFrench
countryside. But the barn which is
shown in "Barn , Brooksville,
Maine"was located only a fe whours
away from Colby.
A fourth section of the exhibit
combines naturalism and realism.
These two modes are seen as
different aspects of the same desire
to concentrate on the "real world."
Naturalists and realists shared a
desire to focus on facts, reality, and
nothing more. For their subjects ,
they often chose to specialize in
portraiture, rural life, or city life.
The often photographic quality of
these paintings is most evident in
"Cigarette Girls, Spain" by Walter
Gay, which depicts an indoor scene
of young women gathered together.
Perhaps the least captivating
of the collection's sections, the
naturalism/realism aspect of the
show displays primarily portraits.
However, "Por t ra it of Ber t ha
Vaughan ," by Cecilia Beaux, is a
commanding work. Beaux's por-*
t rayal of a vibran t young woman
borders on impressionistic, and its
lighter colors capture the viewer's
ey e. The exhibit will run through October 22.

Jazz Quintet Al Degardo sizzles
*
j

By Scott J. Callan
STAFF WRITER

In conjunction with Hispanic
Heritage Month,the jazz quintet Al
Degardo entertained Colby students last Saturday with a variety
of traditional Latino jazz numbers
an d a few improvisations.
The improvisations were
definitely their best moments,
drawing the most enthusiastic
responses from the audience. They
played "Oye Como Va," made
famous when recorded by Santana ,
as a request in the first sot and closed
thesecond set with a shorter,weaker
version of the same song.

Many students passing to and
from dinner stopped to listen to the
quintet , b ut the core audience
consisted of abou t twelve studen t s
who li ngered for th e entire show
sipping coffee and relaxing in the
lounge until nearly 8 p.m.
The members of Al Degardo,
who all live in Maine, have been
performingintermittently with each
other fora num b er of years, but this
is the first time that they have played
together for an audience.
While the quintet has played in a
variety of styles including rock and
jazz,thcyareprimarilystralghtjazz
players. This was evident at times
becausethey seemed a bit confused
when trying to follow along and

build upon the trad itional Latino
jazz pieces. However, when Al
Degardo played just a little melody
or a splash on the bongos, the band
floated into solid rh ythms and
drift ing melodies.
In talking to the band members,
they said jazz is not as prominent as
rock in clubs today because it fails
to generate the same profits from
drink sales. Consequently, many
musiciansare forced to switch styles
in order to subsist, but continue
playing in smaller settings
whenever possible. Al Degardo
hopes to continue playing jazz as a
quintet In the area, they said, and
thoy hope to sec the day when jazz
goes mainstream again.Q
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Wild At Heart. Starfcing Friday. DavidLynch's* new
sh ocker, which i$ Sure to solidify hi? reputation as a
cinematicoddity. Starring NicholasCage,Lawa Dern,
Willem Defoe, and Harry Dean Stanton.Rated R Shows
at 9:30 pjn.every nighlr with matinees on Saturday and
Sunday,
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Pump Up TheVolume. Christian Slater stars as a
legendary undergrounddisc jockey. Rated JJ. - SHOWS at
?m and 9;-4&
Men At Work. BrothersEmfKo Estevez and Charlie
Sheen star togethera*garbagemen who geHn too deep,
this film was written and directed by .Ssteyea,' Uated
PG-13, Showsat 7£5and 9.30,
Presumed Innocent, Harrison jffoxd Stands accused of a
murder in this mystery thriller* Kated & Shows at 7.00
and 9><35*.

Goldbe% star is tfeisoff-^beat sttpamatttfalthtillerwhich,
" by the tfcy, -was-the1h%he&grossing -ftlm-Of t&es^-mmer.
ftaSedPpm. Showsat 73fc .urid&4&
Kaflinek KevinBacon,IGef&rSutherland,Jalla Roberts,
and othfers are medicaid student who explorethe chafing
world obhehereafter> Rated & ShowUmesat ftSSan d
9:5G> |

Center,
Ski Team/ChaplinCommons party9 p+m.-4 a,m> on
Saturday-at the-3tt.de.it Center.
JEl? */\«SmVlJ&X JL^y

TakingCareofBusiness, Tonightis thetest opportunity to
j&aies College (Olin Arts Center)
see CharlesCrodinand James Befushi in ahOaribus 61m
The
MaineCraft Exibit runsthrough Nov,4. Formore
abotit a .change Inidentity, RatedPG-13. Shows at T,--}
and 9i45.

information,cgft786~6255.

Starting;Briday Night.PostcardsfromThe Edge*a sure hit
based otvCameFishers novel. Starring Meryl Streep.as a
drug addicted movie.star grapplingwith her addiction as
well as her mother,played by Shhtey Ma<&aine, The £1w
also features Dennis Quaid. fstichard Dreyfuss. Cene
Hackman, and Rob Reiner. Call Hoyfsfor showtimes.

0o"wdomCollegefWalkerArt building)
A black and white photography exhibit consistingmostly
of landscapes hy Paul Caponigro and varied confcemporar
points from the Vinyl Haven press. Museum hour$are 1,0 .
¦
a,m + to 6- pan. {2 p.m.to $p,m, on Sundays)? Closed
<
, call 725-30QQ. ,
Mondays. Formoteinformation
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Colby College
Now showingat tfiemuseum are "American s Paris
Exhibit*<see review in this issue) organized byMichael
MarlaisAnd the _.«&_& works of Denni*. Pinette. Mtisenm
h ours areMonday through Saturday from 10 e.m. to 12
noon-and I to 4#D p >m,; on Sundays,2 to 4$0p,m. For
more in f ormation,call extension 3228.

Champions. Wednesdays ate college nights. Fridays
feature a Jive $% and Saturdayis a '"Dance ToDawR"
party. MainSt.-Wateraile.
The Che£_ DrOpby this ria$S institution far $OmO
alternative entertainment It schedules different bands
each -weekend-. Located on WaterSt. If you'j eover 11T
cheek out theloca! crowd.

TXtlW
Free hot air balloon rides at the end of thefootball field
from 10 $,m. ia 1p.m.this $at. C>neTide|JercustOirter_ At
the same time,theC&lbySight willoffer entertainment.
To thefirst three hundred "who arrive, free pom-pom
shakers.

}ohn Martin's Manor, "though they no longerhave"live
music-thereis still livecomedyon Thursday nights.

Rachael'5- Live mu$ic on the weekends 6pm 8 p.m-to 1
a_m. CrU 6224364 to lind out more. Located on Whitten *
Koad, Augusta.
Outing ClwbCabin,. Only 10 miles away from Mayflower
H5I1 is a beautiful lake-frontspot that is yoursto take
H&pp y Wheels Sfeitsj Center. Try roUer skatingh ere- Ca-U a&vantageof.Just pick ttpa map atthe Outing Club case
873-180$fora.sched"ule<
in the Student Center-

Sktes+ If you're looking/orexotfeseafood cuis.ne, looknj o WW te-waterrafting. Qn& and two day trips ate offered on
the North Countrygivers. Call 445-2626for more
further than this warm, .artfulrestaurant. touted at 16?
-pj
xx>
for
Augusts
Dinner
starts
-at
&30
„
Water £t
information.
reservat ions,call 622-9575.
Besure fco seethe latest offering of the Biological Film
Festival,'TJeath Trap." It is being shown on Monday at 7
p.TO- in the Mil. er audio^vtena!room,
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- If you havsanyf hmgt(i ncludingparties) whichy mvmvddlike
e
in "Comingsmd Goings"^p leasesend,ii by
la f a m announced
$tm&ayfor that f hur$da tf$te$ue t<t$coU B&rkhamnt .tosBdho.

Chest. Dem. Moore, Patrick Sw&y*.and Whoopi
Junior Ompto tyVp**n,4 a.m . on Friday at the Student

O.K., so Lisa Birnbach didn't give Colby
I
| the most glowing review in her new book,
I Lisa Birnbach's New and Improved College
I Book. But what does she know, anyway?
We at the Echo decided to conduct a survey
I of our own to see how well Birnbach did in
| summing up our school, so please fill out
j the survey (feel free to add any comments)
I and return it to the Echo box at the
information desk by this Saturday,
¦ September 22. We'll print her results as well
I as ours next week.
|
Best Professors:
I
I
|
j
I
I
I

i

How accurate is Lisa Birnbach?

j

Best Places for Social Study:

\
Dating Scene:

Best Campus Hangout To Be Seen:

Worst Things About Colby:

__^

;

Best Dorms:

Student Political Sentiment:
.
;

Worst Dorms:
Biggest Sport:
'

Best Bar For Music And Dancing:

Most Popular "Cake" Courses:

•

"
'

Best Parties of the Year:

__
.

N.

^
*
Best Things About Colby:

Rating Colby on a Scale of 1-10 (10 is
high)
School
Overall academic excellence:
Sincere interest in undergraduate
students:
Leisure opportunities:
Facilities:

Interest in social and political
causes:
Satisfaction with school:

t

"

i

Students
Overall interest in learning:
Interest in money and careers:
Interest in dating/scx/marriage:

Favorite School Traditions:

Campus Slang:

Best Bar For Romance:

I

,. !. ,
|
'_
.__
j
I
Best Places for Quiet Study:
'
I

I
I
•

Best Pizza:
Recommended Courses:

|
l
I

:

\

Food
Quality of food:
Quantity of food :
Cost of food:
Surroundings:
Average freshman weight gain:

'
|
|
j
¦
I
|

'
I
|
i
I
I

i
I
I
J

Letters
Contmued from page 8
parts of the world, were
inexcusable , "nicking boogers,"
"Sweat dripping down one's ass,"
and 'If only we had some food" do
not seem like appropriate dinner
table topics.
At Colby we have no excuse to
laugh at those less fortunate than
ourselves. If we had been given a
choice to listen to this "gentleman"
there would not have been a
problem with his material.
However, we had no warning that
this entertainment was slotted in
Fossfor Monday night. Many of us
were interrupted in the middle of
dinner, and many left before they
were finished to escape the barrage
of nauseating humor. Though we
did not stay for his full set, we had
no desire to subject ourselves to
further offense.
The last comment we heard in
his "Bangladesh/starving " song
was,"I never said it was going to be
nice."Who ever said that wewanted
to hear it?

As for the hope that "someday
down the road,Colby students will
be able to buy books at their own
collegestorewithoutfeeling rippedoff after making a purchase," this
will onlybe possible when students
themselves realize that prices are
not randomly set when the books
arrive at the bookstore given free
from publishers.
Contrary to popular belief, the
bookstore pays out just about as
much as it takes in. It is a far cry
from the rip-off so many people
label it after seeing only one side. In
short,getthe facts. I can onlyassume
from the "terribly long line" in the
Colby bookstore for the last two
weeks, that some people already
have.
Julie Forbus '91

Recycling

Continued from page 9
why they should 4?e piling up in
regular garbage cans when there
are nice, new, bright yellow pails
scream for the'empties, and metal
Tris Hussey '91 bins scream for newspapers found
Sue Gouws '91 in every building on campus. How
much more convenient does
everything have to get before
recycling is a common practice?
What more can be done by the
people who have undertaken the
responsibility of organizing and
In regards to the article in last managing the recycling project?
week's Echo article "Iron Horse
Another thing - if you decide
Rides Again," I am amazed at the that a mailing is the best way to
general lack of understanding on contact students, please conserve
how Colby functions as a private paper. There is no need to put ten
post-secondary institution and at lines of message on an entire sheet
the archaic "shoot-the messenger" of paper. Instead,try single spacing
attitude of some students.
and fitting two or more messages
I agree, as the articles states,th at on a page. Also, although it's not
"the cost of books has gotten out of the prettiest selection from
hand ." But this statement and the duplications, white, urtdyed paper
opinion that "wepay $20,400 a year is best for recycling purposes;
to study here," and "we're
Turning off lights and stereos
overcharged to the hilt on our when you leave rooms (especially
books."all have little to do with one the bathrooms), and completely
another.
turning off the water in the sinks
Colby bookstore is part and and showers are two other easy
parcel of Colby College and as such littletasks. When theentirecampus
is a non-profit business. In efforts to makes these miniscule efforts, the
both remain in such standing and combined result can be a noticeable
provide all texts for students at the dent in energy conservation.
lowest prices available, the
Let's work together to make this
bookstore does not overcharge "to recycling project work. No one is
the hilt." In fact, three used book asking enormousfavors of you. All
companies were emp loyed in it takes is a little extra thought and
responseto the student concern that effort on everyone's part to make
there were not enough books recycling a habit. It's about time we
available last semester, a legitimate realize that our . already overdue
complaint for those students trying efforts can make a big difference m
to scrape together their book money the future of our earth'sexpendable
at the end of August. Used texts sell resources. Colby has committed
for three-quartersthe original price. itself to the task, so pitch in.Q

Believe in the
bookstore
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Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked breakfast
at

CLASSIFIEDS
Study Abroad in Australia
In f orma ti on on semester ,
summer,J-term,Graduate, and
internship programs. All runfor
under $6000. Call Curtiri
University at 1-800-878-3696.

Energet i c person to be a
representa tive for Copper tone

Springbreak trips to Cancun,
Daytona, Nassau, and Jamaica.
Best progr ams ava i lable
Anywhere... Great incentives
and free tr
ips possible. Call for
more information.1.1-800-2224432 and askfor Brennaor Bruce.
Fast Fundraising Program.
$1000 in j ust one week. Earn up
to $1000 for your ca mpus
organization. Plus a chance at
$5000 mo re! Th i s program

.

works!No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext.50

Addressers

wanted

Communications Off ice on 4th
floor Eustis or call Mary Ellen
Matava at x3225.

immediately! No experience
necessary. Excellent pay!Work
athome.Calltoll-free: 1-800-3953283

TRAVEL FREE !! Qua lity
vacationsto exotii ic destinations!
The most affordable Spring
Break packages to Jamaica and

"Campus Reps needed" Earn

travel and $$$$!Call Sun Splash

free tr
ip and big commissions
by selling vacation packages to
Cancun , Mex i co, Nassau/
Parad ise Island , Bahamas &
Jamaica. For more information
call toll free in or outs i de
Connecticut at 1-800-283-8767.

Cancun. Fastest way to free

Tours 1-800-426-7710.

Spring Break/Christmas Break
Tours... Individuals or student
organization needed to promote
our Ski/Sun Tours. EARN
MONEY and FREE TRIPS to
Cancun, Dayt ona , Montreal,
Student PhotographersNeeded! and Vermont. Call HI-LIFE 1Good pay, fun assignments. 800-263-5604. *
Must h ave own camera and
experience.
Stop
by

T CAS CAPB M I LL Store
<^
FineWooktisSince 1882
$Fx *
Our Fall Sale Continues Throu gh September 23rd
* Save 25% off on Fabrics $5.25 a yard and up.
Includes Blends,Nylons & Wools
• Special 25% to 50% off on Selected Sweaters
» Save 25% to 40% off on Selected Yams
Located 2 mi. West of 1-95 Jet Rtes 23 & 137 Oakland, Maine
Store Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30 Sun 1.2-5 (July-Dec)
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' Elm free Market - & Deli ' ;''"\
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Free Delivery to Coibv!!!!
Daytime 11:00-2:00
Evenings 5:00-11:30
$4.95*
16" cheese
$5.40*
16" pepperoni
10" hamburger
..$2.93*
Hamburger
$0.71*
$0.80*
Cheeseburger
Lg. Steak Sdwch....$2.48* All Club Sdwchs....$2.70*

$0.81*
French Fries
$1.13*
Onion Rings....
2-way Calazones...$2.70*
STEAK BOMB (Lg)....$3.60*
*Prices with Colby I.D.

BONNIE'S

coibv special
2 Egg s,
Bacon ,Toast ,
Pancakes,
Homefries
& Coffee

$4 .50

DINER

Sunshine Special

872-7712

2 Eggs ,
2 Slices of
French Toast &
Homefries
$2.95

Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m.- 2:00p.m.

Benton Avenue - Winslow

Boar loft after the Wlnatow bridge - then 3 mllos ahead on tho loft.

10% off

w/ Coibv

pompon

LP.

Good for 1 extrai tem
on any size PIZZA!!!!

873-7171

^**»*^^

Pabst
$4.99 + +

Coca-Cola
$ 1.19+ +

DOMINO'S WO N'T DELIVER TO YOUR DOOR, BUT ..
THE SPA * WILL DO THAT AND A WHOLE LOTS

CALL X-3332

From 5 pm. to Close During The Week and

From 1 pm. to Close On Weekends
(Open Til 2 am. On Friday And Saturday)

> «S_t m
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^
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Positions Now Available in Dining Services
We Offer:
-Flexible scheduling
-Highest -pay on campus
-Opportunity for advancement
-Regular increases in pay
-Work locations as close as your
dorm or nearest dining hall
-Employment throughout the
academic year
Sign Up Now While Positions Last!

For more information or to apply in person come to the main office I
located on the ground floor of Roberts or call Ext. 3484 between the
hours of 3:00 and 5:00 Monday through Friday.
¦
*•
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Scoreboard |

Critical Point

Football

Sept. 15 Colby 10 at Stonehill 9
(scrimmage)
22 Trinity College
29 -Hamilton College

Men's Soccer

Sept. 14
15
19
22
25
27
30

Colby 2 Middlebury 0
Colby 2 Norwich 0
UMaine, Farmington
Babson
Thomas
U. New England
Tufts

Women's Soccer

Sept. 15
18
20
22
26
30

Colby 5 Wheaton 0. _ '
Colby 2 USM 0
Bates
Curry
UMO
Tufts

Women's Tennis

Sept. 13
15
21
22
24
26

By Paul Argiro*
,^^--w^l
, v lii^.l-ni
EDITOR
. SPORTS
gL^MW**^^^
in a recentmeeting,theEducational Policy Committee<EPQ discussed somepossible
changes that could occur for those stud ente-cia-rently on^academicprobation. Although
things are currently up in the air, some of -the changes- that wer& discussed include
making students on aC-pro meet with, their advisor to discusshaw the student is going
to get offac-pro.
This proposal reminds me of another one that makes perfectly good sense but has
never been ful ly carried out.
Around the time the t-PLAY w<is being; shaken up, government professor Sand y
Maisel mentioned an Issue that was discussed in last summer's meetings. He suggested
not allowing athletes to play on any sports-tea m while they are on academic probation.
Unfortunately, this issue was pretty much drowned out by the shake-up of the J-PLAY
system.
Now/ I'm not hero to wake up any dead issues but I'm Just curious about what ever
happened to this proposal.It'sa shameif it was Just disregarded andignored because it's
a good policy.
In NESCAC,the schools have an understood policy that academics will come before
sports -¦always* Wc realise that after college our athletes have very little chance of
continuing in theirchoscn sport, and it would >ehea_thy H theycontinued in their chosen
major. Allowing athletes to participate in their sport while on academic probation is
h y pocritical. It contradicts our understood policy.
Clearly, an ath lete who has received below a 2.0buts till play*a sport is putting sports
ahead of academics.It is time that we take note of this and do something about it. And
the solution is simple. Do not allow students with a GPA below 2X1 (on academic
probation) to participate in a varsity sport. -This will give added incentive to those
students who have trouble making that 2,0 CPA> And it will encourage coaches oven
moreto monitor and assist those athletes in academic danger.
• So,Iefs sdeso.ncane}umponthegren&deand bring up this issue again.It's about time
we pu t ou r "academics before sports" policy into effect ,U

Colby 9 UMO 0.
Colby 5 at Bowdoin 4
Simmons
MIT
UNH
Bates

Women's Crosscountry

Sept. 15 Colby 40 at USM 21
22 Southeastern Mass. Univ.
Invitational
29 CBB and Smith College

Golf

Sept. 14-15 Winners of Bowdoin Invitational
22-23 Duke Nelson Tourney at
Middlebury
#
24 CBB Match

Field Hockey

Sept. 14
15
19'
21
26
30

Colby 1 Plymouth State 1
Amherst 1 at Colby 0
Bates
Middlebury
U. Maine, Farmington
Tufts

bold designates home games

—

.—

,

.
I
J

Sept. 24,25,26
10am-3pm
Colby Bookstore

i...

,

5

Deposit Kcqulrcd
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Sports Shorts
By Marci Schwartz
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

¦

Harriers are running
_

The football team stole a last minute 10-9 victory from Stonehill in their scrimmage on Saturday. Peter
Sandblom '92 made a 35 yard field goal in the second quarter to help close the gap to 6-3. A Stonehill field
goal early in the fourth quarter widened the lead to 9-3 until Jay DePitrio '94 passed to Dan Teguis '91 for
the winning touchdown.
The men's soccer team won two games this last weekend, beating a strong Middlebury team 2-0 and a
young Norwich team 2-0.Bob Gramling '91 and Doug Oppenheimer '92 scored against Middlebury while
Chris Flint '92 had both goals against Norwich.
The women's soccer team extended its regular season record to 2-0 by beating up on Wheaton 5-0.
Scoring for the Mules were Charlotte Reece '91,Julie Collard '91,Amy Clapp '94, Heather Hartshorn '91,and
Sarah Hanes '94.
' The women's cross country team beat USM 40-21 in their opening meet on Saturday. Two USM runners
were ineligible since their student data had not yet gone through the school's computer system and they
were not yet registered as students. Despite a downpour shortly before the meet, Michelle Severance '94 won
the meet with a course record breaking time of 18:54. Jennifer Hartshorn '94 p laced second overall with a
time of 20:23 in her first cross country race. Julie Eells '92 placed fifth at 21:14 followed closely by Christine
Messier '94 at 21:17 who took sixth. Polly Sheridan '92 came in at 21:59 for seventh followed by eighth and
ninth place winners Lesley Eydenberg '91 and Colleen Halleck '91 who tied at 22 minutes.
The women's tennis team shut out UMO 9-0 in their regular season opener at Orono. They continued
the momentum into Saturd ay's match against Bowdoin and pulled off a 5-4 victory. Three team members
won both their singles and , doubles. They were Lisa Black '92 playing at number one, Reena Chandra '93
playing at number four, and Tricia O'Sullivah ' 91 p laying at number five.
The men's golf team won the Bowdoin Invitational last weekend defeating eleven schools including
Bates and Bowdoin. The victory came after a sudden death playoff bet ween the White Mules and Merrimack
College. Captain Jeff Hartwell '91 led the team, scoring a 160 for the weekend. He was joined b y Todd
Alexander '92 (163), Rob Carbone '93(166), Derek Bettencourt '92 (170), and Jack Higgins '93 (171). The team
will travel to Middlebury this weekend to compete in the Duke Nelson Tourney.
The field hockey team had a somewhat disappointing weekend. On Friday, they tied Plymouth State 11and on Saturday, they lost to Amherst 1-0.
The waterpolo team opens its season on Sept. 27 at Bates. The team, which has been the New England
Champs for two consecutive years, went undefeated last year and only graduated one senior.
Both the men's and women's rugby teams kick off their season Saturday. The men play at UMO while
the women take on Bates here at 10 a.m.
The women's volleyball team travelled to Farmington last Saturday to challenge both the alumni team
and the varsity team. They beat the alumni but came up short in their second game. They continued their
season with a match last Tuesday against Unity. The team will compete on Saturday in the Bowdoin
Invitational.
The crew team opens its season this Sunday with the Head of Ardroscoggin held at Bates. The team will
be running both A and B varsity boats.
In the Waterville Sentinel 10K race this past Sunday, twelve Colby students participated in the festivities
with senior Linnea Oliver running the course in 43:11, finishing second in her age group. ?

New I-Play gets rolling
By Beth Cronin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The n ew in t ramural system
is off to a fast start with 20 teams
competing in 13 games so far this
season. The enthusiasm has
sparked fast-paced action which
has resulted in a few casualties inclu di ng on e broken ankl e an d a
broken arm.
The season open ed on Mon day,
Sept. 10 with a 4-1 victory for
"Maggie and her Cave Dudes"
(Woodman) over the Mary Low
"Mara uders." Tom Seery '94 wa s
the Most Valuable "dude" with
three goals and one assist followed
by Mich Seth '94 with one goal.
Chris Bonecld '93 prevented a shutout with his goal for Mary Low.
This match-up was followed by
some Chaplin Commons action as
Tr eworgy be a t t he West Quad
"Strikers A" by a score of 6-1. In a
soli d t eam effort , the Treworgy
squad won. Scoring was done by
Darren Dcmonsi '94 with two goals,
Toby Cox '91 with three goals, and
Br i an Qu i nn '91 with one goal. Karl
Zicgenfus '91 scored the "Strikers'"
singl e goal.
A Mary Low Commons battle
occurred last Wednesday as Coburn
"Mi nds over Ma tte r " triumphed
over Woo dman. The "Minds ," led
h y N y Mao '91, silenced Woodman
5-0. Mao scored fp ur goals an d
te ammate Chris Roosevelt '94
booted in ono.
La st Thur sday 's mat ch-ups
show ed H i llsid e rivalry when
Taylor rolled over Marrinor 's "Sea
Breezes " 5-1. Kent Bonham '94

knocked in three goals for Taylor
and teammates Blake Stephenson
'94 and Jody Cox '91 scored one
goal and one assist apiece. Yong
Kwon '92 scored the lone goal for
the "Sea Breezes."
In the second game of the day
on Th urs d ay, the "West Quad
Strikers B" won their first game of
the season over the Pierce "BJ's" 10. Ziegenfus scored the wihning
goal of the game assisted by Mort
Kritein '94.
The three games played on
Fri day began with Foss's
"Hallucinogenic Toads" dest roying
Williams 8-2. The hi gh scoring
"Toads " were led b y Mike Koester
'94 with three goals and Glenn
McCrum '94 and Brian Seidman '94
with two goals ap iece. Arman
Zousouz ian '94 rounded out the
scoring with an unassisted goal. Ira
Kashfian '93 and J osh Lutton '94
both scored for Williams.
The excitement continued on
Runnals Field as "Maggie and Her
Cave Du d es" shut out Dana for
theirsccond winof theseason. Dave
Lane '94 was the leading scorer for
the "Cave Du d es" with three goals
and one assist followed by Seery
and Ryan Wagner '94 with one goal
each .The fina l game of the day was
a victory for "The Red Hot Chilli
Pipers" who crushed Treworgy 50. The scoring in this team . effort
was well distri b ute d w it h t wo goals
for Pete Caruso '93 and one goal
each by Dave Roderick '92, Robby
Robbins '93, an d Tyler Lew i s '93.
Despite rain on Saturday, the
West Qua d St rikers B" came out
fighting an d de feat ed t he
Drummond "Mara d onnas " 3-1 for

their second winof theseason.Dana
McClintock '93 scored for the
"Maradonnas."
On Sunday the rained-out
games were, played and the
Heights' "Arachnophobia"beat the
Mary Low "Marau d er s"3-0. Chris
Kueter '93, Dilan Siritunga '93, and
Steve Shirnoff '94 all scored in the
action-packed
The
gam e.
'
Marau d er s foug ht to the end,
d espite losing their star Benecki to
an ankle injury. Averill finished off
Sunday 's excitement with an
exciting victory over the "Jammin '
J ohnsonites" 3-2. R.B. Keirnet '91
was Averill's M.V.P. scoring all
three goals. Johnson 's Andrew
DiMilla '91 an d Dave An d erso n '91
re t urne d t wo g oals , but the
"Johnson ites" came up short in this
competitive matchup.
A new week of I-Play action
began on Monday, Sept. 17, as
Coburn 's "Min d Over Matter" won
its second game of the season over
the Marriner "Sea Breezes." M a o
moved into the hig h scor er of t he
season position b y scoring all three
of Cob urn 's goals. Kwon added
the "Sea Bre ezes'" goal. A close
match up followed as Taylor beat
Wood m a n 3-2, with Bonham
scoring for Taylor an d Lane and
Ryan scori ng for Woodman.
Today 's sched ule pr ovi des for
fierce competition as Drummond's
"Maradonnas" and the "Jammin '
Johnson ites" battle for their first
win at 3:00 p.m., followed by a
Chaplin Commons battle between
Treworgy and Averill at 4:00 p.m.
Finally, t he Mary Low "Marauders"
will attempt to stop the undefeated
Coburn 's "Min ds over Matter."Q

p hoto by J osh Friedman
The men's cross cou n try team is
running for the NESCAC title this
year.
By Kebba Tolbert
STAFF WRITER
With nine out of seventeen
runners returning, the White Mule
Harriers are looking to score some
impressive placing this year and
possibly bring home a NESCAC
title. Now in his thirteenth year as
head coach, Jim Wescott said that
this squad could be his best since
1984.
"We have a team capable of
running with any of the top New
England Division III teams this
year," said Wescott. "Especiall y
with our top four guys being as
strong as they are."
Returning for the Mules are cocaptains Dave Donnell y '91 and
Marc Gilbertson '91. Last fall
Donnelly missed making the

nationals by two spots finishing
twelfth in the New England III race.
Gilbertson was a runner-u p in the
state race.
Joining the captains are Kent
Thompson, ninth at NESCAC last
fall,and Ben Trevor '93 who had "a
very strong freshman season and a
great summer of training, "
according to Wescott.
The ever-important fifth scorer
will probably be Greg Rideout '92
who finished 22nd in NESCAC last
fall. Wescott said, "Rideout should
provide a fifth place. In crosscountry, the top five runners score
points for the team.
Last year 's squad second in the
state, second in NESCAC to rival
Bates, and fourth in the Division III
New England's. The fourth place
finish was the top finish by any
NESCAC school.
As for seasonal goals Wescott
said that he hopes to improve upon
last autumn's bi g meet placings.
The key to this improvement will
be his top runners along with some
other key runners, both first year
students and returning veterans.
Co-cap tian Gilbertson agreed
with Wescott, pointing out that,
along with qualifying someone for
the NCAA's, the NESCAC title was
a "big goal for the team."
Others who could sneak into
the top seven for the Colby squad
are sophomores Matt Isham and
Pete Caruso. Rounding outtheteam
are first-year students Brian
Carlson, Ben Strong, Matt Dubel,
and Jason Bologna.
"They 're four outstanding
runners
who
will
make
contributions as the season
progresses and gain a great deal of
confidence and experience as the
season goes on," said Wescott.
This weekend the team will
travel to Canada along with the
women's team to compete against
a strong University of New
Brunswick team.Q

Athlete of the
Week

,_ . , , ,
Michelle Severance

ph oto by Kurt Wltited

The Athlete of the Week award goes to
Michelle Severance '94 of the Women's Cross
Country team. In her firs t meet ever as a college
runner, Severance broke the course record at
USM, running a first-place time of 18:54. It
should be note d that the course was soaked due
to earlier rainfall. According to Severance she
could have run a faster time if the conditions
were better. Once again, congratulations are in
order for Michelle Severance for winning this
week's Athlete of the Week. Q

Men s soccer starts season with two wins
By Paul Argiro

SPORTS EDIT OR

The Colby men's soccer team
opened up its regular season last
weekend beating Middlebury and
Norwich University,both by scores
of 2-0. On Friday, the Mules faced a
strong Middlebury team in front of
a crowd of about 250 people.
Coach Mark Serdjenian said,
"Middlebury is traditionally one of
the best teams in New England ."
And Brian "Ski" Wiercinski'92 said,
"I've been worried about this team
since mid-August. They are strong
really strong."
The Middlebury team showed
its strength early in the first half.
With 3:30 gone in the game,
Middlebury had its first break away
of the game.Jason Eslick '92 dove to
his left and covered the low shot.
Although not a difficult shot, it
showed what Middlebury is
capable of. And for roughly the next
fifteen minutes, the y had control of
most of the play, keeping the Mules
from being much of a threat.

But the Mules would not die
that early. Colby started to turn
things in their favor with about 17
minutes gone. Finally, with just 2:21
remaining in the first half . Bob
Gramling '92 put the Mules ahead
1-0 with a goal in the upper right
hand corner. Alan Carlson- '-91,
assisted on the play. Gramling, who
was injured on the play, was unable
to return for the remainder of the
game.
"Both teams were feeling each
other out for quite a while in the
first half ," said Serdjenian.
Gramling s goal turned the
momentum in our favor for the rest
of the game."
With the lead in their hands,
Colby refused to sitback and protect
it. With timely headers and the stepup play of players like Pat Reed '91,
Eric Russman '91,and George Linge
'92, the Mules came out attacking.
Early in the second half,Mike Gorra
'92 took a feed from Bill Clough '9}
and had a one on one with David
Findlay, the Middlebury goalie.
Unfortunately, his shot sailed high.
But Doug Oppenheimer '92

didn t miss. From a throw-in deep people who crowded on the sideline
in the Middleburyzone, Chris Flint to watch theMules win their second
'92headed it toward Oppenheimer, game of the weekend.
who controlledit,fakedoutacouple
After abouteightminutesof play
of Middlebury players and shot it on the muddy field , Chris Flint '92
past Findlay in the lower right side popped in the first goal of the game.
of the goal. His goal put the Mules Dribbling up the left side,Flintwent
up for good at 2-0.
around three Cadets before putting
For the rest of the game, the ball past the diving goalie and
Middlebury never staged much of into the lower left side of the goal.
a threat as Colby continued to
Norwich, down a goal, tri ed to
control the tempo. And the few get something going against an
chances they got were easily turned obviously tired Colby team. Finally,
away by Eslick,who made 17 saves with 28:22 remaining in the first
in the game. "This was all team," half , Norwich came up with a
said Oppenheimer. In fact, breakaway. But, the Cadet chose to
Serdjenian used 17different players take a shot from 30 feet out instead
for the game with Pat Reed being of coming in closer to Jim Condron
named "Man of the Match."
'92,the Colby goalie. Condron easily
Coach Serdjenian said after the made the save and then covered up
£nal seconds ticked away, "I hope the rebound.
we play like that every game. And
The game slowed down
I hope we have crowds like this considerably, partly due to the
every game."
referees. 'The referees called the
***
Norwich game a lot tighter than I
The White Mules faced the would have liked,"said Serdjenian.
Cadets of Norwich on Saturday "If there was any contact at all
under rain clouds. But the clouds between two players, the whistle
and cool weather were not enough was blown.I preferred the tempo of
to keep away approximately 150 the Middlebury game." The

officiating was so tight that it
prompted Wiercinski to plead with
the referee "Come on, let us play
the game."
The tempo picked up in the
second half as Norwich tried to get
back into the game. But the strong
Colby defense, led by backs Reed,
Linge, and Rod Corey '93 denied
Norwich of a goal. With 35:40left in
the game and Colby clinging to a
one goal lead, a crucial play
unfolded . With Condron trying to
chase down a ball to his ri ght sid e,
the Cadets were left with an open
net. The shot, aimed for the top left
corner, was headed awayby Corey
to preserve the shutout.
Finally, with 8:49 left in the
game, Flint scored his second goal
of the game with D.C. Gagnon '94
getting the assist. After controlling
the play in the Norwich zone for a
good five minutes, Colby marched
an attack. Flint scrambled with a
ball he recovered off a rebound and
knocked it into the open net. The
goal sealed the victory for the
Mules.O

Golf t eam wins t ourney
Women's soccer
cruises by Wheaton
By Amy Vr eeland
STAFF WRITER

By Sara h Scott

of the team is so strong that these
did not affect the level of play.
Hartshorn recently returned
Despite the rainy and windy from an ankle injury, and as
conditions, the women's soccer evidenced by her goal, did not
team came out strong and have any problems on Saturday.
defeated Wheaton College 5-0
Heather Glenn '94, the
last Saturday. The women starting sweeper, and Pam
dominated the game from the Crevass '94, a mid-fielder, are
opening minutes and shut out both out with thigh injuries.
an ineffective Wheaton team.
Laliberty expected Glenn to be
By half time, the game was back leading the defense by last
basically over as the Mules had Tuesday, but Crevass will
already tallied up three goals. probably be out longer. Hollis
Co-captain Charlotte Reece '91, Rendleman '94, a mid-fielder is
led the team with the first goal, also out with a muscle pull.
followed by JulieCollard '91 and
The team worked hard for a
Amy Clapp '94, with one goal victory last Tuesday against
each.
USM with a score of 2-0.
As the second half began, the
The team is heading into a
Mules knew they could breathe tough week with games today
easier with a comfortable three and Saturday.Laliberty expects
goal lead. But in case that wasn't Colby to be evenly matched with
enough, Heather Hartshorn '91 both teams.
and Sarah Hanes '94 each put
Today the women are
the ball into the' net in the second scheduled play Bates College at
half.
3:30 p.m. Because the game
Prior to the game, Coach involves a strong rivalry, it
Dave Laliberty suspected that should be extremely exciting,
his team had a 50 percent chance fast-paced and physical.
of winning. But Colby played a Laliberty is unsure of what to
stronger, more together game expect, but believes that the
than last year against this same game will be close.
team. Both the defense and the
The women will end their
offense dominated their ends of home stretch with a game on
the field, as the defense only Saturdayagainst Curry College.
allowed two shots on goal while Laliberty said that if Colby
the of fense pounded out 22shots. "continues to play at their
Laliberty said, "We displayed present caliber, they have a fair
better ball movement and chance of winning." Laliberty
stronger soccer legs than also said "this is one of the best
[Wheaton]. "
teams I've had in terms of their
A number of players were working hard and working
out with injuries, but the depth togcther."Q
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sudden death. Two words that
imp ly excitement, tension, and
pressure meant just that to Colby's
golf team this weekend when they
beat Merrimack College in a lowtotal tiebreaker to make them the
winners of the Bowdoin Invitational
Tournament.
Eleven teams played in the
tournament at the Brunswick
Country Club, a par 72 course. The
five players who attended from
Colby were Captain Jeff Hartwell
'91, Rob Carbone '92, Derek
Bettencourt '92, Todd Alexander
'92, and Jack Higgins '93.
After two days of golf, Colby
and Merrimack were tied at 659.
Colby had only one score over 85
for both days. "Everyone played
well,wewere winningbysix strokes
p hoto by Hila ry Robbms
on Friday," Bettencourt said. "The Todd Alexander and Jeff Hartwell
scores were consistent and we came through in the sudden death was the first time in his five years of
played pretty hrvuch how we usually round," said Hartwell. Colby won coaching that they had won the
the sudden death by two strokes.
play"
Bowdoin Invitational Tournament.
In sudden death in golf, the top
Hartwell,with hisfourthyearon "It was a good match,"he said. The
four players from the tied teams the team, also felt the pressure of team held in there well and really
play one hole and the winner is the the sudden death and was showed a desire to win."
team with the lowest score.
impressed by the teams
Farr is also encouraged by the
Bettencourt said that sudden performance. "We usually play well depth of the team. "They have
death is uncommon in tournaments on the first day of the tournament worked hard and they all did an
and that he was nervous about and not on the second but this time incredible job at the tournament.
playing. "It is the best test of which we all really did well," he said. It All five did very well, especially
team is better, not just which team was the biggest tournament we've Rob and Todd in the sudden death."
has a better individual. But even won in a few years."
The next tournament for the golf
though the pressure is divided
Hartwell also said that the team team will be the Duke Nelson
among the team," he said,"and not is looking better than in previous Invitational Tournament on Sept.
focused all on oneindividtial, there years. "Usually we have a few good 22-23 at Middlebury.
is still a lot of pressure to do well." p layers and a couple that fill in the
Things have changed for the
Bettencourt and Hartwell roster. But this year there are a lot team now that they have this win
played Merrimack's top two and who are pretty good golfers and under their belt. "It's the first time
came out ahead by one stroke. who arc consistent. It should bo a that we've done really well,"
Alexander and Carboneboth paired good season."
Hartwell said. "Now we're going
Coach Sid Farr, who is also to have to live up to the coach's
the hole against the other two
Alumni Secretary and Secretary to expectations/'^
players.
"Carbone and Alexander really the Board of Trustees, said that it

